
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
curriculum developer. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for curriculum developer

Create systems to identify participants
Leads and participates in various projects to support improvements in the
development and delivery function of the customer education business,
testing new forms of virtual delivery
Collaborate effectively with AWS Service teams, subject matter experts
(SMEs) and others on the AWS Support team to develop technical training
content non-technical curriculum
Accurately create new content to enhance or bridge content to meet
customer requirements
Dive deep into Virtustream technologies (xStream, Viewtrust, IaaS, and
Storage Cloud) to understand the services and use your creativity to come up
with training materials for our both internal (Solution Architects, Managed
Services) and external customers
Work with Subject Matter Experts across Virtustream (including Developers,
Support Engineers, Professional Services, and Solutions Architects, among
others) to understand the training need and build effective training
Technical, administrative, and managerial support in the development of
expanded and tailored training curricula and programs under a One Health
approach for selected DTRA-CBEP countries using the current division clinical
training course outline and content, based on new training plans to be
developed for these countries
Ensure new training plans focus on the One Health coverage approach,
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input from host nation ministry leaders, and other public health stakeholders
and capacity building plans developed
Work with subject-matter-experts to develop curriculum, course content, and
supporting materials
Implement the content development and management processes required to
create and maintain high quality tech learning content

Qualifications for curriculum developer

Adept at handling multiple competing priorities and duties in a fast-paced,
result-driven, time-critical, rapidly changing environment with minimal daily
oversight
Bachelor’s degree in a related field (e.g., Instructional Design, Organizational
Development, IO Psychology) desired but not required
Certification in leadership assessments (Strengthsfinder, DISC, 360s) and
development programs (Situational Leadership) a plus
Two years’ curriculum design, development, and implementation experience
Experience with digital product development
Understanding of content development and instructional design, including
key educational pedagogies


